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In Memory of Evelyn Nelson 

Abstract. In this paper the study of which varieties, in a countable similarity type, have non-free 
L~o-free (or equivalently Nl-free ) algebras is completed. It was previously known that if a variety 
satisfies a property known as the construction principle then there are such algebras. If a variety does 
not satisfy the construction principle then either every L=o,-free algebra is free or for every infinite 
cardinal r, there is a K+-free algebra of cardinality r + which is not free. Under the set theoretic 
assumption V = L, for any variety ~ in a countable similarity type, either the class of free algebras is 
definable in L,ol,o or it is not definable in any L=,,. 

0. Introduction 

The  quest ion we will consider  in this paper  can be app roached  f rom m a n y  

different points  of  view. The  simplest fo rm of  the ques t ion is "which  varieties 

possess an algebra which is Rl-free but  not  f ree ."  By  b~l-free we m e a n  that  " m o s t "  

countable  subalgebras  are  free. In  this pape r  any var ie ty  we consider  will be  in a 

countable  similarity type,  i.e. have at mos t  countab ly  m a n y  opera t ions  and 

constant  symbols.  There  are various possible meanings  for  " m o s t . "  In  the case of  

a Schreier variety (i.e. one  in which every subalgebra  of  a f ree  algebra is free)  

" m o s t "  is equivalent  to "al l ."  So a g roup  or  an abelian g roup  is Rl-free if and 

only if every countable  subgroup  is free in the appropr ia te  variety.  H o w e v e r  in a 

variety,  such as the variety of  all semigroups ,  even a free semigroup  would  no t  be  

bll-free if we d e m a n d e d  that  all countab le  subsemigroups  were  free. For  an 

infinite cardinal r ,  there  are several possible definitions of  r - f r ee .  (All  the 

definitions are equivalent  for  N1.) T he  results in this paper  and in [EM] do no t  

depend  on which definition is adop ted  since the existence results satisfy the mos t  

stringent of  the definitions and the non-exis tence results require  only the weakes t  

definition. In  this pape r  we will only need  a definition of  K-free for  successor  
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cardinals, so we will only give a definition in this case. For more information on 
possible definitions see [S1], [HO] or [EM]. (Some set-theoretic complications are 
involved with the definition given in [S1] but we will ignore them here.) 

DEFINITION. Suppose 7/" is a variety. An algebra A is said to be r+-free if 
there is a closed and unbounded family ~ _  ~,~(A) consisting of free sub- 
algebras; that is ~f is dosed under the union of increasing chains of cardinality at 
most r and any subset of A of cardinality r is contained in an element of ~ .  Here 
~,r247 is the set of subsets of A of cardinality at most r .  

A more general version of the first question is "in a variety ~ ,  for which 
cardinals r is there a K-free algebra of cardinality r which is not free?" By 
Shelah's compactness theorem for singular cardinals ([S1] or [Ho]), any such 
cardinal must be regular. 

From the point of view of logic, a particularly interesting class of algebras are 
the L~,~-free algebras, i.e. algebras which are L~,~-equivalent to a free algebra (in 
the variety we are considering). The infinitary language L~,, is formed from the 
atomic formulas by allowing negation, arbitrary conjunctions, and quantification 
over strings of fewer than r variables. The language Lo,,,o is formed similarly 
except that only conjunctions of countable sets and quantification of finite sets are 
allowed. The existence of non-free L~,,-free algebras for arbitrarily large r is 

�9 connected to the question "in which varieties is the class of flee algebras 
definable in some L~K?" The conjectured answer is that for a variety the class of 
free algebras is definable in some L~,  if and only if it is definable in L,ol,o. This 
conjecture cannot be taken at face value. For example the class of free abelian 
groups is definable in L~K if and only if any abelian group which is K-flee is in fact 
flee. (This sharp result depends on [$5].. The weaker result that the class of free 
abelian groups is definable in L ~  if and only if for some r ,  K-flee implies flee 
follows from a downward Lowenheim-Skolem argument [M1]) Whether or not 
such a cardinal exists depends on the underlying set theory. If r is a strongly 
compact cardinal then any K-free abelian group is flee. On the other hand in L, 
there is no cardinal r ,  such that every K-free abelian group is flee. There is 
always an abelian group of cardinality R1 which is not free but is L~o~,-equivalent 
to a free abelian group. 

It is possible to give algebraic characterizations of being L~,,-free. Here,  we will 
only note a few facts. An algebra is L~o,-ffee if and only if it is L~o,,o-free if and 
only if it is Nl-free. If an algebra is r+-free then it is L~-free .  In this paper we 
shall refer to Lo,,,o-free algebras or L~o-free algebras, rather than the synony- 
mous Nl-free or countably flee. This choice of terminology reflects our bias to the 
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logical motivation, but we hope the reader will substitute whichever term is 
favoured. 

In [EM] the significance of the existence of non-free L=,,-free algebras of 
cardinality r is studied. The major result of [EM] concerning these algebras is as 
follows. 

T H E O R E M  0.1 [EM]. Let ~ be a variety in a countable similarity type. 

(a) i f  for some infinite cardinal r, there is an L=,,-free (i.e. L=~-equivalent to a 
free algebra) algebra of  cardinality r which is not free, then there is an 
L=o~l-free algebra of  cardinality N1 which is not free. 

(b) I f  V = L and there is an L~oo~-free algebra of  cardinality N1 which is not 
free, then for every regular non-weakly compact cardinal r there is an 
L~,c-free r-free algebra of cardinality r which is not free. 

In parts (a) and (b) of the theorem above, we can show that there are 2 sl and 
2" such algebras. In [EM], the existence of a non-free L=,oi-free algebra of 
cardinality l~1 in a variety ~ is shown to be equivalent to the construction 
principle which is a statement about countable free algebras. A variety ~ satisfies 
the construction principle if: 

There are countable free algebras H ~_ K _ L so that 

(i) {h. : n < ~o} is a free basis 
generated by { h n : n ~ S} is 

(ii) L = K * F(~o) and H is not 

of H for every finite subset S ___ 09, the algebra 
a free factor with a free complement of L;  
a free factor of L. 

Here * denotes free product and F(r)  denotes the free algebra on r generators. 
(Although free products may not exist between arbitrary elements of the variety, 
the coproduct of any two Nl-free algebras is always a free product.) We say an 
algebra A ~_ B is a free factor if there is an algebra C so that B = A * C. The 
algebra C is referred to as a complement to A. 

This theorem leaves open the question of what happens in varieties in which 
every L~ol-free algebra of cardinality N1 is free. It is possible for a variety o//. not 
to satisfy the construction principle and for the class of free algebras to still not be 
definable in any L~K. For example, and this is an example which should be kept in 
mind, consider the variety of abelian groups of exponent 6. This is the variety of 
abelian groups which satisfies the law "6x = 0." Any member of this variety is of 
the form, C(2) (~0 ~) C(3) (x), the direct sum of # copies of the cyclic group of order 
2 and A copies of the cyclic group of order 3. In this variety a group is free if 
/t = )~ (i.e. it is a direct sum of cyclic groups of order 6). For an infinite cardinal r ,  
C(2) 00 ~ C(3) ~) is L~,c-free if either/~ = A or r -</~, A. In particular, C(2) t~~ 
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C(3) (~0 is Rl-free but not free. This example leads to the hope that we can show 
in a variety with no non-free Loo,o,-free algebra of cardinality H I that every 
L=,o-free algebra is determined by finitely many cardinal invariants which can be 
varied at will and that the free algebras are definable in some L=,, if and only if 
there is exactly one invariant if and only if the free algebras are definable in Lo, lo,. 
There is some evidence in [EM] that this conjecture is true. 

Before stating a theorem from [EM], which we shall use extensively we will 

review some facts about Lo~,o. Suppose A ~_ B, then A is an Lo,~,o-elementary 
substructure of B, denoted A <,ol,o B, if for every Lo~lo;formula q g ( x l , . . . ,  xn) 
and al,  . . . , an c A ,  A ~ qv(al . . . . .  an) if and only if B ~ q0(al, �9 �9 �9 an). If A and 
B are free algebras there is a simple criterion for being an Lo~,o;elementary 
substructure. Suppose A _~B are free algebras. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for A <o,l,o B is that any finite subset of A can be extended to a free 
basis of A if and only if it can be extended to a free basis of B. We will tacitly use 

this fact repeatedly. 

T H E O R E M  0.2 [EM]. Suppose that 7/" is a variety in a countable similarity 
type which has no L=,ol-free algebra of  cardinality R1 which is not free, i.e. ~V does 
not satisfy the construction principle. 

(a) I f  A <~,1o, B and A,  B are Lo~o~-free then there is a free algebra 
c =_ n * F ( I n l )  so that A * f = B * F(ln[). 

(b) I f  A is L,ol,o-free then A * F([A[) and *lAI A are free. 

These results suggest that an Lo~,,o-free algebra is a free algebra which is 

lacking some elements. 
In a variety which does not satisfy the construction principle, there is an 

obvious strategy for creating Lo~K-free non-free algebras for arbitrarily large 
cardinals K. One could begin with an L~l,o-free algebra A which is not f lee.  Inside 
A, choose a free Lo, lo~-elementary substructure B so that B is maximal (in the 
sense that there is no a e A \ B  so that a generates a free algebra and 
(B tO a)  = B * {a} and {B tA a )  is an Loll,o-elementary substructure of A). Next 
for K + greater than the cardinality of A, let C be the free product  of ~r copies of A 
amalgamated over B. Finally we would like to assert that C * F(K) is L~o,,-free but 
not free. There are various problems with this sketch. Why for example should C 
be L,ol,o-free? With some modifications, this sketch can be made to work. In 
order to complete the analysis we will use the notions and machinery Shelah 
developed in [$3] and [$4] for analyzing excellent classes. 

Excellent classes play the role in the study of L,olo~ that o-s table  classes play in 
the study of the first order theories. In an excellent class it is possible to build 
prime models over various sets and it is just this ability which will let us find 
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Loll,o-free algebras in which some dimension is not maximal. A shortened version 
of the present paper might be "read [EM], [$3] and [$4] and notice that they are 
related." Essentially [$3] and [$4] provide a mechanism for analyzing excellent 
classes and the results of [EM] show the relevance of [$3] and [$4]. The analysis 
shows (for the varieties which do not satisfy the construction principle) that either 
every L,o~,o-free algebra is free or there are at least two dimensions which can be 
varied independently. If the latter possibility holds then for every K there is a 
r+-free algebra of cardinality r + which is not free. Putting all the results together 
we get a division of varieties into three classes. The first division is between those 
classes which do satisfy the construction principle and those which do not. The 
varieties which do not satisfy the construction principle are in turn divided into 
two classes, the ones whose free algebras have one dimension and those with at 
least two dimensions. In section three, we will see that there are at most a finite 
number of dimensions. 

In this paper, we will explain the notions from [$3] and [$4]. In our particular 
case we will be able to verify the properties from [$3] and [$4] directly rather 
than merely quoting those papers. Assuming the results of [EM], we will give a 
self-contained and relatively simple proof of our main theorem. 

T H E O R E M  11. Suppose ~ is a variety in a counable similarity type which 
does not satify the construction principle. Either every Lo~lo,-free algebra is free or 
for every infinite cardinal r there is a non-free algebra of  cardinality r + which is 

K +-free. 

To obtain the more detailed results in section 3, we rely more heavily on the 
machinery. A subsidiary goal of this paper is to explain the notions involved with 
excellent classes in terms of a concrete and important example. We have tried to 
make the paper accessible to anyone with a rudimentary knowledge of model 
theory and universal algebra. 

1. Starting the interpretation 

We fix ~V a variety in a countable language which every L~o,-free algebra of 
cardinality to1 is free. We let Y( be the class of algebras which are Lo, lo,-equivalent 
to F(c0). Suppose M is an element of Yd. For a = (al . . . . .  an) �9 M, B ~_ M, the 
type of ti over B, denoted tp (ti, B) is {qv(xl . . . .  , xn, b l , . . . ,  b,,,): cp is an 
Lo, l o ; f o r m u l a ,  b 1 . . . . .  bm�9  B, and M ~ q0[al . . . . .  an, bl . . . . .  bm]}. There are 
only countably many different types over the empty set, so any type over a finite 
set is equivalent to a single formula. 
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The next two propositions are true without the assumption on ~ and are 
known. 

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose M �9 ~ and F is a free algebra then M <~o, M * F. 

Proof. Easy. 

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose F is a free algebra and X is a free basis of  F. I f  
realizes the same (Lo~lo;)type as a finite subset of  X, then ~ can be extended to a 
free basis of F. 

Proof. Easy (but vital). 

Let  Bas (xl . . . . .  xn) be the (L,o~,-)formula which says that xl . . . .  , xn are 
distinct and they satisfy the same L~o- type  as a subset of a free basis of a free 
algebra. By the previous lemma, in a free algebra Bas (xa . . . . .  xn) expresses the 
statement "xt  . . . . .  x,, are distinct and can be extended to a free basis." We will 
let Bas (x) denote the (complete) type it implies. 

In the study of a complete first order theory there is a non-essential but useful 
simplification, namely we can assume that we are working inside a large saturated 
model. In general, when we study models of an Lo,~,o-theory we cannot assume 
that we are working inside a large model. However ,  by virtue of the following 
theorem, we can assume that all our models and sets are subsets of some large 
free algebra. 

T H E O R E M  3. X is an amalgamation class; i.e. if M <~,o~ N and M <o,,oN' 
then there is a free algebra G �9 Y{ and Lolo-elementary embeddings o f f ,  f '  of  N, 
N'  into G which agree on M such that the range ( f )  n range ( f ' )  = f ( M ) .  

Proof. By taking the free product of N, N '  with free algebras we can assume 
(by 0.2(b)) that N - - M * F  and N ' = M * F ' .  The algebra G = M * F * F ' ,  is as 
desired. 

From now on we will assume that all our sets are subsets of some large free 
algebra, ~. By "~" we will mean satisfaction in this free algebra. This assumption 
allows us to give a simpler approach than that in [$3] and [$4]. In particular we 
do not have to introduce the auxiliary class ~ +  nor do we have to make the 
assumption that sets satisfy atomic types. By model we shall mean an L,o~o- 
elementary submodel of the large free algebra. We shall always use M and N to 
denotes models. By a free algebra we will mean a model which is also a free 
algebra. 
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The class Y{ is said to be No-stable if for every countable M e Y{ (there is only 

one model up to isomorphism) S , ( M )  = {tp (ti, M): t i  e ~} is countable. We warn 
the reader that being No-stable is not the decisive property that it is in the case of 
first-order theories. 

PROPOSITION 4. The class 5( is No-stable. 

Proof. Suppose we have countable models M ~ N. Let  F be a countable rank 
free algebra. By Theorem 0.2, N *  F is isomorphic over M to M * F. So any type 
over M which is realized in N is realized in M * F. 

By the same method we can show (this follows, from the general theory,  as 
well) that for any model M of cardinality r there are only r types over M. 

DEFINITION.  Suppose p is a type over a finite set B. The type p is stationary 
if there is a countable model M _~ B and ~i so that tp (~i, B ) = p ,  and for any 
formula q9 with parameters from B if ~, 6 ' e  M and tp (~, B ) =  tp (U, B) then 

tp(ti, ~) if and only if ~ q0(~i, U). (Alternatively, we say that tp (~, M)  does not 
split over B.) 

The most important property that stationary types enjoy is that they have a 
unique definable extension to any set. Suppose p is a stationary type over B, and 
M and ~i are as in the definition. If B ~_ C then define the stationarization of p to 
C t o  be {q0(2, ~): there is ~ e M s o  that tp(~, B ) - - t p ( E ,  B) and ~ q~(~, E)}. I f p  is 
a type over C and B ~_ C, define p I B = {q0(~,/~) e p  :/~ e B}. 

There may be types which are not stationary but the following theorem proves 
that there are enough stationary types. We will give a proof  of this theorem which 
works in our setting. A more general proof  of the theorem can also be given using 
the notion of rank. 

T H E O R E M  5. I f  p is a type over a model M then there is some finite B ~_ M so 
that p I B is stationary and p is the stationarization o f  p t B to M. 

Proof. We can assume that M is countable. (This assumption can be justified 
in any one of several ways. However ,  we will only need the countable case in the 
proof of the main theorem.)  Choose ~ which realizes p. Let  F be a free algebra of 
countable rank so that ti e M * F. Take X a free basis for M. Choose B a finite 
subset of X so that ~ is in the subalgebra generated by B to F. Suppose, 
tp (~, B) = tp (~', B). Choose a finite set D so that B U D can be extended to a 
free basis of M and ~ ~ (B to D) .  Since tp (~, B) = tp (U, B) we can choose D '  so 
that B U D '  can be extended to a free basis of M and some bijection from B tO D 
to B tO D '  which is the identity on B extends to an isomorphism of (B tO D )  with 
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(B U D ) which takes e to 6'. So there is an automorphism of M which fixes B and 
takes ~ to ~'. Extending this automorphism to M * F  we have shown that 
tp (~i, ~) = tp (a, ~'). 

From the proof  of this theorem we can understand exactly what the stationary 
types are. Consider formulas, q 0 ( X l , . . . ,  x , ,  y~ . . . .  , Ym), of the following form: 

3zl . . . .  , z,  Bas ( Y l ,  . . . , Ym, Zl . . . .  , Z~) A Xi = w i ( y l  . . . . .  ym,  Zl . . . .  , Zk) 
l < i < n  

where wi is a term in the language of the algebra. The proof  above shows that if 
Bas ( b l ,  �9 �9 � 9  bin)  then q 0 ( x l , . . . ,  xn, bl,  �9 �9 �9 b,n) implies a (complete) station- 

ary type. Also any stationary type is essentially of this form. More exactly, any 
type over a model is the stationarization of a type implied by such a formula to 
the model. In particular, Bas (x) implies a stationary type. If M is any model then 
the stationarization of Bas (x) to M is the type implied by the atomic diagram of 
M together with (Bas (x, b) : b ~ M and ~ Bas (/~)}. 

Because of Theorem 5, we can liberalize our definition of stationary type and 
stationarization. Suppose p is a type over any set C (finite or infinite). We say 
that p is s t a t i o n a r y  if there is a finite set B ~_ C so that p r B is stationary and p is 
the stationarization of p [ B. If C ~_ D, then the stationarization of p to D is the 
stationarization of p I B  to D. It is an easy exercise to show that the 
stationarization of p to D is well defined. In terms of these revised definitions, 
Theorem 5 says that any type over a model is stationary. 

A key notion is that of  the dimension of a stationary type. 

DEFINITION.  Suppose that p is a stationary type over B. The d i m e n s i o n  of 
p for (A1, A2, A3) is the least cardinal r ,  such that for some C ~_ A z ,  [C[ = r there 
is a stationary type q over A1 U C so that q and p have the same stationarization 
to A1 UA2 and q is not realized in A3. We assume that B ~_A1 UA2. We denote 
the dimension o f p  for (A1, A2, A3) by Dimp (A1, A2, A3). 

In the most interesting case where M is a model Dimp ( B ,  M ,  M )  >-- K if and 
only if there is an indiscernible sequence of length K in M based on p (i.e. there is 
a sequence (a i : i < K) of elements of M such that aj realizes the stationarization of 
p to ( a i : i  < j }  U B. (Theorem 1.4 [$3].) 

DEFINITION.  A model M is (~-) f u l l  if for all stationary p ,  

Dimp (0 ,  M, M) ~ IM[ (->2.). We say M is weakly (~.-) full over A if A _ M and 
for all stationary p, Dimp (A, M, M) ~ [M[ (->).). 
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Note that for a model M the least cardinal Z such that M is not Z-full must be 
a successor cardinal. 

The model theoretic notions of full and Z-full correspond to notions of free 
and ),+-free. 

T H E O R E M  6. (a) A model M is free if and only if it is full. (b) I f  a model is 
Z-full then it is Z+-free. (c) A model M is (Z-) full if and only if  
DimBa~(x) (Q, M, M) = IM[ (>-Z). 

Proof. (a) Assume first that M is free. Let Z be the cardinality of M. Choose 
X a free basis for M. Suppose p is a stationary type over a finite subset B of M. 
Let C be any subset of M of cardinality less than Z and q a stationary type over C 
which has the same stationarization to M as p. Choose Y a subset of X of 
cardinality less than Z so that C is contained in the subalgebra generated by Y. 
Since q can be realized in (Y) * F(r and [SKY[ >-N0, q can be realized in M. 

Let M be an uncountable full model and let p be the stationary type generated 
by Bas (x). Enumerate the elements of M as {ai : i < Z}. We define an increasing 
continuous sequence Mi (i < 3,) of submodels of M. The sequence will have the 
following properties. Each Mi will be a free algebra of cardinality [i[ + No. For all 
i, a i E Mi+l. For all i, M~ is a free factor with a free complement of M i +  1. Let Mo 
be any countable submodel. Suppose M; has been defined. Let N be a submodel 
of cardinality Iil +No which contains M~ and a i. Choose ( b j : j <  li[ +R0) a 
sequence so that bj realizes the stationarization of p to N U {bl:l <j} .  Let M~+I 
be the subalgebra generated by N U {bj:j < [i[ + No}. It is not hard to see that 
M~+I=N*F,  where F is the free algebra generated by { h i : j <  ]i[ +R0}. By 
Theorem 0.2, Mi+l is free and M~ is a free factor with a free complementary factor 
of Mi+ 1. At limit ordinals i, we let M i = [ J j < i M j .  Since M = [,_J~<,cMi, M is free. 

(b) Suppose M is Z-full. Then ~ = {N :IN] = Z and DimBa, (x) (Q, N, N) = Z} 
is closed and unbounded as a subset of ~z§ Since every element of ~ is free, 
M is Z+-free. (It is also possible to let c~ be the collection of full submodles of 
cardinality Z.) 

(c) This assertion has been proved in the course of proving the other parts. 

If the cardinality of M is at least Z, then the converse of (b) holds as well. 
Given the synonyms for free and Z+-free in terms of full and Z-full we our task is 
to prove that if there is a model which is not full then for every successor cardinal 
Z there is a model of cardinality Z which is Z-full but not full. 

2. ExceHence 

In our discussion of excellent classes we will be able to avoid talking about an 
important concept, namely that of good sets. Because we will avoid good sets we 
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will not actually give a definition of excellent classes but will only give a proof 
that our class is excellent. The reader who is content with the main theorem and 
not interested in the results of section 3, can ignore good sets and excellent 
classes. 

DEFINITION. A triple (Mo, A~, A2) is in stable amalgamation if M0 is a 
model, Moc_A~, A2 and for any /~ cA1, tp (/~, A2) is the stationarization of 

tp (/~, M0). 

Intuitively, (Mo, A1, A2) are in stable amalgamation if the subalgebra gen- 
erated by A1 U A2 is the free product of A1 and A2 amalgamated over M. 

PROPOSITION 7. Suppose models (Mo, Ma, M2) are in stable amalgamation, 
Mo is countable and Ma, M2 are weakly full over Mo. The subalgebra generated by 
MI U M2 is a submodel. 

Proof. By Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 6, Mi = Mo * F~ for some free algebra F~, 
where i = 1, 2. Choose X a free basis of M0 and Y~ a free basis of F~. Since Y~ 
realizes the stationarization to Mz of its type over M0, (M1 U M2) is freely 
generated by X O Y1 U Y=. So it is a submodel. 

T H E O R E M  8. Suppose models (Mo, 3111, M=) are in stable amalgamation and 
Mo is countable. The subalgebra generated by Ma U M2 is a model. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of formulas. It is enough 
to show that if/~ ~ 3'/1 U M2 and ~ 3xcp(x, b) then there is a ~ (M1 U M=) so that 

q~(a,/~). By Proposition 7, if F is a free algebra of large enough rank then 
(MI U Mz) * F is a submodel. So there is a term w, elements c a , . . . ,  Cn of a free 
basis of F and d ~ M10 M2 so that ~ cp(w(ca . . . . .  c,, d), 6). Let F1 be a free 
algebra of large rank and consider (Ma O M2) * F1 * F. Choose X U Y a free basis 
of (M1UM2)*Fa so that X is a free basis of Mo. Choose a finite subset Z of 
X U Y so that d, /~ are in the algebra generated by Z. Choose a~ . . . . .  an ~ X \ Z .  
Let a = w(al, �9 �9 �9 a,, il). There is an automorphism of (M1 0 Mz) * F1 * F which 
fixes d,/~ and takes ai to c;. Hence ~ cp(a,/~). 

The assumption that M0 is countable is not needed. The theorem without this 
assumption can be deduced from Theorem 8 by a downward L6wenheim-Skolem 
argument. There is another argument which is more typical of classification 
theory. Rather than taking a free basis for Mo and adding F~, we can choose an 
infinite sequence (a, : n ~ ~0) in M0 based on Bas (x). It is possible, by standard 
arguments, to find an infinite subsequence based on the stationarization of 
Bas (x) to/~. We have chosen our approach so that we can give a self contained 
proof of our main theorem. 
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T H E O R E M  9. Suppose Mi (i �9 I) is a family of  L,olo,-free algebras each of  
which contains M, a countable L,ol~o-elementary substructure. The free product of  
Mi(i �9 I) amalgamated over M is L,ol~,-free. 

Proof. Choose M~ ~ Mi so that M~ = M * Fi. The free product of Mi (i �9 1) 
amalgamated over M is contained in M * *~d F/. So for all i, (M, Mi, U i , j  Mj) is in 
stable amalgamation. A repeated application of Theorem 8 finishes the proof. 

L E M M A  10. Suppose M ~ N are countable models such that M is a proper 
subset of  N, the stationarization of  Bas (x) to M is not realized in N, and for any 
tupe p over M either Dimp (M, N, N) = 0 or Dimp (M, N, N) = 1%. For any 
cardinal tc let N(K) denote the free product of  r copies of  N amalgamated over M. 
Then for any uncountable cardinal ic, N ( x  +) * F(K) is r+-free and not free. 

Proof. By Theorem 9, N ( r  +) is Lo, lo,-free. Enumerate the copies of N as Ni 
(i < r+).  We first show that the stationarization of Bas (x) to M is not realized in 
N(x+). Suppose not and that w(& 61, �9 �9 �9 6n) realizes this type where ti e M and 
6~ e N~\M, and n is minimal. Note that by the choice of N, n is at least 2. Let 
p -- tp (62, M). Since the type of 62 over M tO 61 is the stationarization of p and 
dimp (M, N, N) -- Ro, there is 6~ e N1 so that tp (62, M U 61) = tp (6~, M tO 61). 
Restating this last equation, we have tp (62 tO 6~, M) = tp (6~ tO 61, M). Since 
tp (62 to 61, M tO ~-J2<~ 6~) and tp (6~ U 6> M tO L.Jz<~ 6~) are both the stationariza- 
tion of the same type, w(& 61, b; . . . . .  bn) realizes the stationarization of Bas (x) 
to M. This contradicts the minimality of n. 

We have already seen in Theorem 6 that N ( r  +) * F(r)  is r+-free.  It remains 
to show that it is not full. Let q be the stationarization of Bas (x) to M * F ( r ) .  
Assume that w(& f )  realizes q where ti �9 N ( r  +) and f e F(r) .  Choose a finite set 
B ~ M so that tp (ti, M) is the stationarization of tp (& B). Since (M, N(K+), M * 
F(r))  are in stable amalgamation, tp (& M t o f )  is the stationarization of 
tp (& B). Choose 6 �9 M so that tp (6, B) = tp (f, B). Then w(tL 6) realizes q, so 
in particular it realizes the stationarization of Bas(x)  to M. This is a 
contradiction. 

The method used in the proof above will be familiar to the reader acquainted 
with classification theory. 

T H E O R E M  11. Suppose ~ is a variety in a countable similarity type which 
does not satisfy the construction principle. Either every L~,~-free algebra is free or 
for every infinite cardinal X there is a non-free algebra of  cardinality •+ which is 
K +-free. 

Proof. Assume that there is an Lo~,,o-free algebra which is not free. By the 
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previous lemma, it is enough to show that there are models M c__ N satisfying the 
hypothesis of Lemma 10. Choose N1 an Lo, l,o-free algebra which is not full. 
Suppose N1 is K-full but not K+-full. Choose M l c N 1  so that 
DimBas(x) (M1, Na, N~)=0  and for all stationary types p over M1 either 
Dim e (M1, Na, N1)=0  or Dim e (M1, N1, N1)>ic. To see that Ma exists, first 
choose M2 of cardinality K SO that DimBa~(x) (M2, N1, N1) = 0. As was observed 
after the proof of Proposition 4, there are only ~c types over any model of 
cardinality K. So we can define an increasing chain of models (Mn :n > 1) of 
cardinality K SO that for every type p over Mn if Dim e (Mn, N~, N1) <-- K, than 
Dim e (Mn+l, N1, N1) = 0. Let M~ = UI< ,  M,. 

We now want to reduce M1 c N~ to countable models. There are various ways 
to do this. The simplest way is to choose a cardinal ~ greater than INI and let C 
be an elementary substructure of (H(;t), e) such that M1, N~ and F(w)  belong to 
C. Here H().) denotes the sets of heredi ta ry  cardinality less than ~.. Then 
M = M1 n C and N = N1 n C are as desired. 

The reader who is familiar with [$3] and [$4] will realize that we have proved 
more than is needed to show the class ~'C is excellent. In the following lemma I is a 
finite set partially ordered by < i  such that any two elements have a lower bound 
(i.e. I is a meet semilattice). Let 0 denote the least element of L 

LEMMA 12. Suppose I is a finite meet semilattice and (Mi : i e I) a system of  
countable models and < an ordering of  1 satisfying the following: 

(i) I f i<x j ,  then i<j ,  
(ii) I f  i <, j, then Mi c Mj; 

Let Ai denote Uj<,i Mj. 
(iii) For any i and a e M~, if tp (& A~) is stationary then tp (gt, Uj<i Mj) is the 

stationarization of tp (~i, Ai). 
(iv) For any i, Mi is weakly full over Ai. 

Then Ui~l Mi generates a model. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the cardinality of 1. Of course, for III --- 1, 
there is nothing to prove. Notice that the induction hypothesis implies that for all 
i--/: O, A i generates a model. So for i 4: 0, every type o v e r  m i is stationary and 
indeed A~ can be replaced by the model is generates. The induction step follows 
from applying Proposition 7. 

Rather than give the definition of being excellent which would involve more 
definitions we will just point out that being excellent is implied for an No-stable 
class by Lemma 12 by specializing I to range over partially ordered sets of the 
form ~- (n) .  Here ~ - ( n )  is the collection of subsets of {0 . . . . .  n - l }  of 
cardinality at most n - 1, ordered by containment. 
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T H E O R E M  13. Suppose ~ is a variety in a countable similarity type which 
does not satisfy the construction principle. Let ~f be the class of  algebras 
L,ol~,-equivalent to the free algebra of  rank a~. The class ~ is excellent. 

Originally our proof  of Theorem 11 relied on facts about excellent classes. By 
Theorem 5.9 of [$4], if ~ is an excellent class then either ~ has (up-to- 
isomorphism) exactly one model in each cardinal or in every uncountable 
cardinality there are at least two non-isomorphic models. In the latter case it is 
possible to show for any infinite cardinal K that there is a model of cardinality K + 
which is K-full but not full (see [Ha] or [GH]).  To deduce Theorem 11 from these 
facts, all that is needed is the interpretation of "full" and "K-full" in terms of 

" f ree"  and "K+-free. ' ' 

3. Dimensions 

It is possible to obtain a deeper  understanding of the structure of L~o,-free 
algebras by using the machinery of (strongly) regular types. The theory of regular 
types for excellent classes is analogous to that for N0-stable first-order theories as 
found in [$2] V. The theory is worked out in detail in [Ha] and will be presented 
in [GH]. Since any type over a finite set is implied by a formula there is no 
difference in the setting of excellent classes between regular and strongly regular 
types. Here  we will content ourselves with a definition of regular types and a 
statement of enough of their properties so that the major  theorem can be 
understood. For the remainder of this section fix a countable model Mo. 

DEFINITION.  Suppose p is a stationary non-algebraic type over a set 
B _D M0. (A type is algebraic if it has only a finite number of realizations in any 
model.) We say p is regular if for any model N _ B if q extends p then either q is 
the stationarization of p to N or if a realizes the stationarization of p to N and b 
realizes q then a realizes the stationarization of p to N tA {b}. (In considering 
regular types it is enough to look at types in only one variable.) Suppose B and C 
contain M0. Two stationary types p and q based on B and C respectively are said 
to be orthogonal if for any model M containing B, C whenever a and b realize the 
stationarizations of p and q to M then a realizes the stationarization of p to 
M t_/{b}, and vice versa (although this is implied). 

For regular types, based on sets containing M0 being non-orthogonal  is an 
equivalence relation. We shall be concerned with the finite dimensional case. 
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DEFINITION. An excellent class Y~ is finite dimensional if there is a natural 
number n so that any set of mutually orthogonal regular types based on on sets 
containing M0 has cardinality at most n. The minimum such n is called the 
dimension of Y(. 

If Y~ is finite dimensional, p is a regular type based on a set containing Mo and 
M is a model containing Mo then there is a regular type q over M so that q is not 
orthogonal to p. In particular any regular type over a set containing Mo is 
non-orthogonal to a regular type over Mo. As well, if p and q are non-orthogonal 
regular types over a model M then Dim e (0 ,  M, M) = Dimq (0 ,  M, M). So the 
dimension of a regular type depends only on its equivalence class (under 
non-orthogonality). Note that the Dimq (0 ,  M, M) is at least ~o. The basic facts 
we will use is given in the following theorem. 

T H E O R E M  14. Suppose Y( is a finite dimensional excellent class and 

P l , . . . ,  Pn enumerates a maximal set o f  mutually orthogonal regular types over 

Mo. 

(a) I f  M, N ~_ Mo are models then M ~ N if  D i m p , ( O , M , M ) =  
Dimp, (0 ,  N, N)  for all 1 <- i <- n. 

(b) For any collection o f  infinite cardinals ,~1, �9 �9 �9 , )~n there is a model M so 
that Dimp, ( 0 ,  M, M)  = Ai for  all 1 ~ i ~ n. 

To apply this theorem, we use the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 15. Let Yf be the class of  Lo,,,o-free algebras for some variety 
in which the construction principle fails. Then Y( is finite dimensional. 

Proof. It is enough to show that there is a stationary type such that no 
non-algebraic type is orthogonal to it. (This claim is standard, cf. [$2] V or [Ha].) 
Let p be the type generated by the formula Bas (x). Suppose M is a model and q 
is a non-algebraic type over M. If F is a free algebra of rank IM[, then q is 
realized in M * F. So there is a finite subset X of a free basis of F and a in the 
subalgebra generated by M tO X so that a satisfies q. Since tp (a, M U X) is 
algebraic, it is not the stationarization of q to M tOX. Let X = {bl . . . . .  bn}. 
Since bk realizes the stationarization o f p  to M U {b/:j  < i}, q is not orthogonal to 
p. 

There is some subtlety in the application of Theorem 14. Since all the 
countable Lo,,o,-free algebras are actually free, any Loll,o-free algebra N contains a 
copy of M0. Fixing the copy of Mo, the dimensions of the isomorphic copies of 
P l . . . . .  Pn determine the isomorphism type of N relative to the choice of M0. 
(Note that this is different than isomorphism over the choice of the copy of M0.) 
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However a different choice of the copy of M0 might give different choices for the 
copies of P l , . . . ,  Pn, in the sense that we may have permuted the equivalent 
classes of regular types over N. But any such permutation is induced by an 
automorphism of M0. So in general we have a finite set of equivalence classes of 
regular types over a countable model M0 and a permutation group acting on the 
equivalence classes induced by the automorphism group of M0. Thus the 
isomorphism type of any model is determined by a finite set of dimensions 
together with a permutation group acting on these dimensions. 

In the case of abelian groups of exponent 6, or more generally modules over a 
left-perfect ring, the notion of dimensions works out just as it should. That is for 
abelian groups of exponent 6, the regular types are x :/: 0 ^ 2x = 0 and x :/: 0 ^ 
3x = 0. For each of these types the dimension of the type corresponds to the 
number of copies of C(2) and C(3) represented in a direct sum decomposition of 
the group. 

4. Conclusion 

We summarize the preceding results and those of [EM] in a series of 
theorems. 

THEOREM 16. For any variety of  algebras ~ exactly one of  the following 
possibilities holds. 

(i) There is an L=,ol-free algebra of  cardinality R1 which is not free. 
(i)' Assume V = L. For every regular non-weakly compact cardinal K, there is 

a non-free L=K-free algebra. 
(ii) Every L=o~-free algebra of  cardinality R1 is free. For every cardinal x there 

is an L=,~-free algebra of  cardinality K + which is not free. 
(iii) Every L=o~-free algebra is free. 

The theorem above can be proved using the results of [EM] and the results in 
the sections before section 3. Using the results of section 3, it is possible to give 
cardinality equivalents to the possibilities. 

THEOREM 17. Let the possibilities be as in Theorem 16. Then 

(i) is equivalent to there are 2 ~' pairwise non-isomorphic Rl-free algebras of 
cardinality R1. 

(ii) is equivalent to there is more than 1 but finitely many pairwise non- 
isomorphic Rl-free algebras of  cardinality R1. 

(iii) is equivalent to any Rl-free algebra is free. 
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Although the division of varieties into three classes is most naturally expressed 
in terms of uncountable algebras, it is interesting to note that each of (i), (ii) and 
(iii) above are equivalent to a condition on countable free algebras. 

Given this division of varieties into three classes, it is natural to ask into which 
class interesting varieties fall. In retrospect, this question has a long history. 
Higman's construction in [Hi] of a countably free group which is not free uses the 
construction principle for the variety of all groups. For varieties of modules and 
almost all varieties of groups, it is known which class they belong to. The answer 
to the weaker question of which varieties have ~l-free algebras is known for all 
varieties of modules and varieties of groups. Information on modules and some 
miscellaneous varieties can be found in [EM] and information on groups can be 
found in [M2]. We hope that those who work on other varieties of algebras will 
find the question of which classes their varieties belong to interesting in the 
context of their work. 
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